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Introduction 
The goal of this technical paper is to provide the reader with a good understanding of the Azure 

Kubernetes Service (AKS) basic network. For that we will first introduce the Linux network 

constructs which are used in the AKS basic network setup. 

Then, we will review how these Linux constructs are used in conjunction to Azure constructs to 

create this fully functional AKS basic network. 

The scope of this technical paper is only to understand the AKS construct network, it assumes 

the reader has a basic understanding of Kubernetes, Azure, Docker, Linux and obviously 

networking. 

Linux network primitives 
Understanding the Azure Kubernetes Service (AKS) network plugin requires having an 

understanding of some linux network primitive like bridges, veth pair,… 

In this section we are going to create a very simple bridge configuration to get the required 

knowledge to later articulate the Azure kubernetes basic network setup. 

Initial state 
For our test we will install a plain vanilla Ubuntu 18.04.2 LTS VM in Azure (for guidance on 

create linux VM in Azure see here), then we SSHed in this VM and checked the initial existing 

network adapter. Here is the output: 

ip a 
 

Fig. 1 

As you can see in figure 1, it is a very simple network configuration with 2 adapters, the 

lo(calhost) interface with the host scope and the eth0 interface with scope global. 

Creating veth pair 
A pair of connected interfaces, commonly known as a veth pair, can be created to act as virtual 

wiring. Essentially this is a virtual equivalent of a patch cable. What goes in one end comes out 

to the other. 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machines/linux/quick-create-portal


So here is how to create a veth pair: 

ip link add veth-a-ns1 type veth peer name veth-b-ns1 

ip link set veth-a-ns1 up 
 

 
Fig. 2 

Let’s check the output: 

ip a 
 

Fig.3 

You now have a pair with 2 extremities, one named veth-a-ns1 and the other named veth-b-

ns1. What goes in veth-a-ns1 goes out from veth-b-ns1 and vice and versa. 

Creating network namespace 
A network namespace is a virtual isolation of the network stack, this includes (but does not limit 

to) network interfaces, routing tables, iptables rules,… A new network namespace, when 

created, will be isolated from the root namespace (which is the default network namespace 

created when linux is installed). The only existing interface in this new network namespace will 

be the localhost interface. 

  



The next step will consist in creating a new network namespace ns1, list the existing namespace 

and finally execute an ip a command in the ns1 namespace. 

ip netns add ns1 

ip netns list 

ip netns exec ns1 ip a 
 

Fig. 4 

As you can see in figure 4, the network namespace ns1 has been created and one lo interface is 

listed in the ns1 network namespace. 

The root network namespace and the ns1 network namespace are isolated and, by default, 

can’t communicate together. The first step to allow communication between root and ns1 

network namespace is to leverage our veth pair and “inject” one of the extremities in ns1. 

ip link set veth-b-ns1 netns ns1 

ip netns exec ns1 ip addr add 10.0.0.2/24 dev veth-b-ns1 

ip netns exec ns1 ip link set veth-b-ns1 up 

ip netns exec ns1 ip link set dev lo up 

ip netns exec ns1 ip a 
 

Fig. 5 

The commands output in figure 5 are quite self-explanatory, however there are a few points 

which needs to be commented: 

- veth-b-ns1 is injected in ns1 with the IP address 10.0.0.2 (this IP is not really meaningful 

yet but it will all become clear when we will add the bridge). 

- veth-b-ns1 status is changed to up after being assigned the IP 



- lo interface status is changed to up too. This is not really needed for what we want to do 

here. 

- ip a command is issued against the ns1 namepace  

For those of you who wonder about the naming of the interface veth-b-ns1@if42 here is the 

explanation: 

ip a 
 

Fig. 6 

The visual in figure 6 speaks on its own, here is just a little bit more context. As veth-a-ns1 and 

veth-b-ns1 are devices of the same veth pair, this cross-reference notation convention shows 

how veth-a-ns1 and veth-b-ns1 are linked together. This is an immediate way to see veth-a-ns1 

is part of a veth pair linked to a device in a different namespace. Be aware though the interface 

is still named veth-a-ns and not veth-a-ns@if41 as the output of the ip a command would let 

you think. To convince you check the output in figure 7 below. 

  



ip a show veth-a-ns@if41 
 

Fig. 7 

Creating a bridge 
A network bridge is a Link Layer device which forwards traffic between networks based on MAC 

addresses and is therefore also referred to as a Layer 2 device.1. 

This definition is quite comprehensive, basically bridge is a level 2 device that will link or bridge 

network together or even 2 ethernet adapters. 

To complete our learning, we are now going to leverage bridge to link networks together. Again 

hold your horses on asking why we are doing that, as it should all be clear at the end of this 

section. 

There are 2 ways to do create a bridge, either using the high-level tools installed with bridge-

utils (apt-get install bridge-utils) or using the lowest level ip command. In the example 

below we are going to create the bridge using ip tools. 

  

                                                     
1 https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/en/linuxonibm/liaag/wkvm/wkvm_c_net_bridge.htm  

https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/en/linuxonibm/liaag/wkvm/wkvm_c_net_bridge.htm


ip link add br-rootns type bridge 

ip link set br-rootns up 

ip link set veth-a-ns1 master br-rootns 

ip addr add 10.0.0.1/24 dev br-rootns 

ip a 
 

Fig. 8 

In figure 8 we created the br-rootns bridge and set its status to up. The veth-a-ns1 device has 

then been enslaved to this bridge and finally an IP has been assigned to the bridge. You may 

have noticed that the IP used is in the same range as the IP assigned to veth-b-ns1 after 

injecting it in the ns1 network namespace (see figure 5). 

Using the brctl show command (installed with bridge-utils tools: apt-get install bridge-

utils) we can see the existing bridges (in our case we have only br-rootns) and the interfaces 

enslaved with the bridges (in our case only veth-a-ns1): 

brctl show 
 

Fig. 9 

After assigning the static IP to the bridge an entry has been automatically added to the routing 

table. 

  



route -n 
 

 
Fig. 10 

Figure 10 shows that in our root network namespace there is a route that says any destination 

to the 10.0.0.0/24 range will go through br-rootns device. From there br-rootns will forward to 

any enslaved card with the corresponding destination IP. 

veth-a-ns1 is enslaved with br-rootns and the extremity veth-b-ns1 in ns1 network namespace 

has the 10.0.0.2 IP. So, let’s try to ping this IP. 

ping -c 3 10.0.0.2 
 

Fig. 11 

As you can see from the network root namespace, we can now successfully ping veth-b-ns1 

which has been assigned 10.0.0.2. 

Creating another namespace with another veth pair 
To complete our experimentation, we are going to do the same thing with a new network 

namespace and a new veth pair: 

- Network namespace: ns2 

- Veth pair: veth-c-ns2 <-> veth-d-ns2 

- IP address: veth-d-ns2 is injected in ns2 network namespace and is assigned 10.0.0.3 

static IP. 

After executing the commands again, here is the output presented in figure 12. By now you 

should very easily interpret the output. 



ip a 

ip ns show 

ip ns exec ns2 ip a 
 

Fig. 12 

  



Intermediate setup configuration 
Our current setup is now as follow: 

 
Fig. 13 

The 3 devices, br-rootns, veth-b-ns1 and veth-d-ns2 should be able to communicate with each 

other. To verify that, let’s try to ping the different interfaces. 

Figure 14 below shows pinging 10.0.0.2 (veth-b-ns1) and 10.0.0.3 (veth-d-ns2) from the root 

network namespace is successful. 

ping -c 1 10.0.0.2 
 

Fig. 14 



Figure 15 below shows that pinging 10.0.0.3 (veth-d-ns2) from network namespace ns1 is 

successful. 

ip netns exec ns1 ping -c 1 10.0.0.3 
 

Fig. 15 

And finally figure 16 below shows that pinging 10.0.0.2 (veth-d-ns1) from network namespace 

ns2 is successful. 

ip netns exec ns2 ping -c 1 10.0.0.2 
 

Fig. 16 

Just for completion let’s see the route table in one of the network namespaces created earlier: 

ip netns exec ns1 route -n 
 

Fig. 17 

Figure 17 shows that 10.0.0.0/24 destination will route directly to the pair extremity “injected” 

in the namespace. This is just enough to reach br-rootns which in turn will reach any other 

enslaved interface with the corresponding IP. 

One step further, reaching outside network 
At this stage, the different elements of our small network made of 2 networks interface bridged 

by br-rootns can communicate with each other. However, from the route table in figure 17, it’s 

quite clear that reaching out to external IP (for instance internet), from any of the network 

namespace, won’t be possible as there is no default route to handle IP range destination 

different from 10.0.0.0/24. 

This can be addressed easily by adding in ns1 and ns2 a default route that will direct to the root 

namespace (the bridge br-rootns is of course a perfect fit for that purpose…), and from there 



another default route will take the packet outside by forwarding to eth0. For that there are a 

few commands to issue: 

1. Because we are forwarding packet from one interface to the other, we need to enable 

ip_forward at the linux kernel level: echo 1 > /proc/sys/net/ipv4/ip_forward 

2. In the ns1 and ns2 network namespace we add a default route to the bridge: ip route 
add default via 10.0.0.1 

3. Finally, because the source IP issued from the ns1 or ns2 network namespace is not 

known outside, it needs to be natted with the eth0 IP: iptables -t nat -A POSTROUTING 
-o eth0 -j MASQUERADE 

echo 1 > /proc/sys/net/ipv4/ip_forward 
iptables -t nat -A POSTROUTING -o eth0 -j MASQUERADE 

ip netns exec ns1 ip route add default via 10.0.0.1 

ip netns exec ns2 ip route add default via 10.0.0.1 

ip netns exec ns1 ping -c 8.8.8.8 
 

Fig. 18 

Figure 18 shows the different operation has been executed and the default route added to ns1 

and ns2 network namespace. As the result shows in figure 18 we are now able to ping an 

external IP address (internet public IP in that case) successfully from ns1 and ns2. 

Just for completion, Figure 19 below shows there is now a default route in ns1 and ns2 routing 

to the br-rootns bridge: 

ip netns exec ns1 route -n 



Fig. 19 

Final setup and conclusion. 

Fig. 20 

Figure 20 represents what has been achieved, not only have we successfully created a small 

network between 3 network namespaces, but all our namespaces are now capable of reaching 

outside network with source nating. 

This concludes the first section in which we have seen how network namespace isolates the 

network stack. We have seen how using a bridge and veth pair it was possible to allow 



communication between the different namespace and even how to communicate with outside 

IPs. 

Now let’s try to put these new acquired knowledges in perspective of the AKS network plugin. 

Understanding AKS basic networking 
From the official AKS Microsoft documentation (you can find here), you will learn that AKS basic 

networking uses kubenet plugin. Kubenet is a very simple network plugin which leverages the 

different linux network primitive pretty much the same way we configured them in the “Linux 

network primitives” section earlier in this document. 

You will learn as well that AKS basic networking will setup a new Azure virtual network and 

subnet for you. Although this is the default behavior from the portal, this can be changed using 

ARM template, you can usefully refer to this blog if you wish to dig further. 

The kubenet network architecture looks like something like that:  

Fig. 21 

In figure 21 above, if you replace POD by network namespace (ns1 and ns2 in our previous 

example), you will notice lots of similarities.  

To dig further in understanding these similarities, we now need to SSH in one of the nodes of an 

AKS basic network cluster. 

At this stage, it’s quite important to review the official kubernetes.io documentation on 

kubenet network plugin here. After going through the pain of creating our own bridge, veth 

pair,… in the “Linux network primitives” earlier in this document, the explanation on how 

kubenet leverage these primitives is quite enlightening. Later in this document we will anyhow 

review these different pieces and how they all fit together, but this will give you early insight. 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/aks/configure-kubenet
https://blog.jcorioland.io/archives/2018/09/19/azure-aks-custom-vnet-kubenet.html
https://kubernetes.io/docs/concepts/extend-kubernetes/compute-storage-net/network-plugins/#kubenet


The AKS basic network cluster we will be using, has been setup from the portal, it’s a “vanilla” 2 

nodes AKS clusters. If you are reading this white paper, most likely you will not need help to 

install such a cluster in your environment, but just in case here it is. 

Overview of the basic cluster 
After installing the basic cluster, the “AKS node” resource group looks something like that: 

Fig. 22 

The noticeable elements on figure 22 are the following: 

- Two Virtual machines (VMs) with one network interface (NIC) each. We have indeed a 2 

node Kubernetes cluster for this setup. – What is Azure VM? See here. 

- One Azure route table – What is Azure route table? See here. 

- And one Azure Virtual Network (VNET) – What is an Azure VNET? see here. 

The VNET has the range 10.0.0.0/8 with one subnet (namely aks-subnet) in the range 

10.240.0.0/16. The 2 VMs (or more precisely the NICs attached to these VMs) are in the aks-

subnet (see figure 22), one has been assigned IP 10.240.0.4 and the other one the IP 10.240.0.5 

(see figure 23) 

Fig 23 

https://docs.microsoft.com/bs-latn-ba/azure/aks/kubernetes-walkthrough-portal?view=azps-1.1.0
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/services/virtual-machines/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-network/virtual-networks-udr-overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-network/virtual-networks-overview


Fig.24 

We will come back later to the route table and how it is used with the kubenet network plugin. 

Finally, for completion, figure 25 below shows nothing has been deployed on this cluster: 

kubectl get namespaces 

kubectl get all 
 

Fig. 25 

Obviously kube-system namespace is much more crowded with many system pods. 

Now let’s SSH in one of this cluster nodes to better understand the kubenet construct and how 

it uses the linux network primitives. 

SSH to an Azure Kubertnetes cluster node 
To ssh in an AKS VM node, you can refer to this article https://docs.microsoft.com/en-

us/azure/aks/ssh.  

First thing after SSHing in one of the nodes, is to issue the ip a command to have an overview of 

the network landscape. 

  

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/aks/ssh
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/aks/ssh


ip a 
 

Fig. 26 

Figure 26 does not present all the interfaces, although nothing has been deployed on this 

cluster, the network space is still quite crowded because of the different Kubernetes system 

pod deployed. 

The noticeable elements in figure 26 are the following: 

- eth0 interface with the IP 10.240.0.4. This is inline with what we got from the portal and 

reported in the section “Overview of the basic cluster” earlier in this document. 

- docker0 bridge which is the docker bridge. This tells us this cluster leverages the docker 

container runtime (not really a surprise as of the time of this writing this is the only 

container runtime supported by AKS). 

- cbr0 bridge, if you refer to the kubernetes.io documentation about kubenet (here) this 

is definitely the bridge where everything happen, we will come back on this in depth 

later on. The IP assigned to the bridge is 10.244.0.1/24. 

- lxcbr0 bridge, this bridge is installed with the lxc runtime. LXC is a system container 

runtime on which docker relies for some of the capabilities it provides. If you feel like 

understanding better the low level lxc runtime, watch this serie on youtube: Linux 

Containers (LXC) Networking Deep Dive, the first video of the serie is here. 

 

 

 

https://kubernetes.io/docs/concepts/extend-kubernetes/compute-storage-net/network-plugins/#kubenet
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2EwFkOrZ7I8


 

Let’s now issue a brctl show command to see how are used the bridges: 

brctl show 
 

Fig. 27 

Figure 27 shows that only cbr0 bridge is leveraged and many interfaces are enslaved to this 

bridge.  

Let’s examine the enslaved interface closer, in figure 28 below we can see the @if3 just after 

the name of the interface. We now know this is characteristic of a veth pair attached to an 

extremity in another network namespace (not root) 

ip a 
 

Fig. 28 

The network namespace to which the extremity belongs to is given in the output in figure 28 

with the link-netnsid value set for the different interfaces, one of this value is highlighted in 

yellow. 

Note: before you carry on, if you wonder where these network namespaces come from, they 

have been created by the different docker container running on this node. These docker 

containers come from the different Kubernetes system POD used by Kubernetes itself. A 



reasonable approximation is that every POD will have at least one container, the almighty 

pause container, which creates a new network namespace . 

So normally the command ip netns should list for us the different network namespaces created 

on this node. If we have the right understanding of the kubenet construct there should be five 

network namespaces created on this node. 

Unfortunately, issuing ip netns command will not output anything, the cause being that docker 

does not store, for an undocumented reason, the network namespace artifacts in the 

/var/run/netns directory as expected by iproute2, but in /var/run/docker/netns folder. The 

simplest way to address that is to create a symbolic link to /var/run/docker/netns as follow: ln 
-s /var/run/docker/netns /var/run/netns 

Once this is done the ip netns command will start working as expected. 

ip netns 
 

 

Fig. 29 

You can see there are indeed 5 network namespaces with each their respective id which 

corresponds to the link-netnsid value discussed before (see figure 29). 

The default network namespace is in fact the root network namespace, it seems to be another 

construct related to network namespace specific to docker. 

In figure 30 we highlighted link-netnsid 1 which corresponds to 1c29ea39686a network 

namespace (see figure 29, the id is reported). Presumably, this network namespace id contains 

an extremity of a veth pair with interface id 3 (in the root namespace we have indeed 

veth56780672@if3 linked to link-netnsid 0). 

  

https://www.ianlewis.org/en/almighty-pause-container
https://www.ianlewis.org/en/almighty-pause-container


Let’s issue ip a command against this network namespace: 

ip netns exec 1c29ea39686a ip a 
 

Fig. 30 

It all aligns well, in the 1c29ea39686a network namespace we have indeed one interface name 

eth0 with an interface id of 3 and a link-netsid 0 (so link to an extremity in the network root 

namespace), paired to an interface with interface id 6 in the root network namespace. It 

correlates with figure 26, the extremity veth56780672 has an interface id of 6. Finally, the IP 

assigned to this eth0 interface is 10.244.0.3/24. We can see the IP assigned to this interface is 

in the same range as the cbr0 bridge IP (see figure 26). 

The same exercise done against the 4 other namespaces leads to the same result with obviously 

a different IP for the eth0 interface in each network namespace. With the current AKS setup, 

the IPs are as followed: 

Network namespace Interface IP 
09d07a99816a (id: 6) eth0 10.244.0.10/24 

b8880ce70066 (id: 5) eth0 10.244.0.7/24 

af61ee373e23 (id: 4) eth0 10.244.0.6/24 

c67bf3c52362 (id: 3) eth0 10.244.0.5/24 

1c29ea39686a (id: 1) eth 0 10.244.0.3/24 

Root cbr0 10.244.0.1/24 
Table 1 

Ping between the different interfaces (including cbr0) in the different namespace is seamless as 

all the routes in the network namespaces are the same: 

ip netns exec af61ee373e23 route -n 
 

Fig. 31 

Figure 31 is quite familiar and is alike to our own construct in figure 19.  



To conclude this section, let’s review the iptables nat policies in the network root namespace: 
iptables -t nat -nvL 

iptables -t nat -nvL 
 

Fig. 32 

The highlighted policy in green in figure 32 forces nating to all default destination, except for 

any traffic destinated to 10.244.0.0/16 (policy highlighted in yellow). This range is familiar, if 

you refer to table 1 you will notice all the veth pair IP in the different network namespaces are 

in this range. This range is the worker nodes’ pod network range, every node is assigned a 

unique CIDR block (/24) in the 10.244.0.0/16 range for the pod IPs. 

As per the documentation, this range is provided as a parameter to the kube-controller-

manager, which is one of the Master plan component. As with AKS the Master plan is provided 

as a service, we cannot verify the configuration of this component. However, we can correlate 

with the non-masquerade-cidr parameter of kubelet which has to be set with the same value 

as worker nodes’ pod network: ps -aux | grep kubelet 

ps -aux | grep kubelet 
 

Fig. 33 

Figure 33 shows the parameters used to launch kubelet service. Detailing these parameters is 

out of scope of this document (although it is extremely interesting), but the highlighted non-

masquerade-cidr is, as expected, set to the worker nodes’ pod network (10.244.0.0/16). 

Just to complete the explanation about non-masquerade-cidr, the documentation states about 

this parameter: “Kubelet should also be run with the --non-masquerade-cidr=<clusterCidr> 

argument to ensure traffic to IPs outside this range will use IP masquerade.”. So why is that? 

Why is it set to the worker nodes’ pod network range? 

To answer this question, we will again refer to the documentation, most specifically the 

following statement: “pods on a node can communicate with all pods on all nodes without 

NAT”. This is certainly one of the most important Kubernetes tenets, the pods can 

https://kubernetes.io/docs/concepts/extend-kubernetes/compute-storage-net/network-plugins/#kubenet
https://kubernetes.io/docs/concepts/extend-kubernetes/compute-storage-net/network-plugins/#kubenet
https://kubernetes.io/docs/concepts/cluster-administration/networking/#the-kubernetes-network-model


communicate with each other with their “native” IP (aka the IP assigned from the worker 

nodes’ IP range), irrespective of the fact the source pod is hosted in the same node as the 

destination pod, or in separate nodes. That’s the purpose of this parameter, preventing the 

source nating for any IP in the worker nodes’ IP range in order to comply with the Kubernetes 

tenet. 

Understanding Azure route table 
In figure 22 earlier we could see that there is an Azure route table deployed during the AKS 

basic network setup. When we check the detail of this Azure route table, we have the following: 

Fig. 34 

To complete the explanation, let’s detail the IP for the 2 nodes created during the AKS basic 

network setup. 

Fig. 35 

The IP 10.240.0.4 is already familiar to us, as this is the IP of the Kubernetes node on which we 

have been working so far (see figure 26, the eth0 adapter), the other IP (10.240.0.5) is the IP of 

the second Kubernetes node. 

With these elements, it’s relatively simple to understand what this Azure route table is doing. In 

essence, any traffic on the Azure VNET destined to the 10.244.0.0/24 range (the range of the 

POD’s network hosted in 10.240.0.4 Node) will be routed to IP 10.240.0.4 (which is the IP of the 

Kubernetes node on which we have been working on so far), it’s the responsibility of this node 

to manage this traffic and this is done by using the different linux contrsuct we have studied so 

far. In the same way any traffic destined to the 10.244.1.0/24 range will be directed to IP 

10.240.0.5 (which is the IP of the other Kubernetes node. See figure 35). Without this route 

table what will happen? Well the traffic would simply be rejected as the POD’s network means 

nothing for Azure VNET, it only has an existence at node level. 

By now, it should be clear that the kubenet plugin (aka the AKS basic network setup) is a quite 

simple plugin leveraging different linux network primitive as well as some Azure primitive to 



implement the Kubernetes tenet: “pods on a node can communicate with all pods on all nodes 

without NAT”. 

Conclusion 
It has been a ride to arrive to a point where we now understand the construct behind the 

kubenet network plugin (aka network plugin used with AKS basic network setup). It’s finally all 

quite simple and is the result of the mix of Linux network basic construct (veth, bridge, network 

namespace,…) and Azure network construct (VNET, subnet, Azure route table,…). Thanks to 

Azure and AKS all this primitive are handled by Azure and AKS and it’ very unlikely that an AKS 

administrator\developer will ever have to dig that deep for other reason that intellectual 

curiosity. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


